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Exact diagonalization study of the hole distribution in CuO3 chains
within the four-band dp model
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We consider the hole distribution in CuO3 chains as a function of the total hole number 0< n <2 per chain
unit within the standarddp model containing one orbital per site. The nonequivalency of the apical and the
chain oxygen sites is taken into account explicitly. Using slightly modified standard CuO2 plane parameter
sets, we compare the results of exact diagonalization studies of periodic and open CuO3 chains with experi-
mental data for YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! and Ca~Sr!2CuO3, and with theoretical results obtained within the
following often used approximations: the Hartree-Fock and the local ansatz approximations, as well as with the
exclusion of double occupancies at Cu sites and also that at oxygen ones~spinless fermion picture!. We have
found out that the ratio of the hole densities on the apical and the chain oxygen sites is sensitive to the
magnitude of the nearest-neighbor Coulomb interactionVpd and the difference of their site energiesDpp .
Adopting valuesVpd; 1 eV andVpp;0.5Vpd , we estimateDpp51.5 to 2.5 eV for YBCO from the compari-
son with O 1s x-ray absorption spectroscopy and17O nuclear magnetic resonance data. Using experimental
values of the corresponding binding energies and the components of the electric field gradient tensor, the site
energy of the apical oxygen 2pz states relative to the planar copper Cu~2! 3dx22y2 states is estimated as;5 to
6 eV. With increasing hole doping and/or the strength ofVpd , the holes are increasingly localized at the apical
oxygen sites. Various chain aspects of proposed scenarios for the PrBa2Cu3O7 problem are briefly discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is an increasing interest in the electronic struct
of CuO3 chains which occur in various cuprates.1–9 In the
RBa2Cu3O72d compounds (R5 Y, La, rare earth;d'0.0 to
0.5!, these chains control the doping of the CuO2 planes and
thereby also the plane-dominated superconductiv
whereby the exact relation of the mobile hole concentrati
within chains and planes as well as the origin of the sup
conducting condensate observed experimentally in
chains, too, is still unclear.10–13 Notably, a simple plane-
induced chain superconductivity due to the usual proxim
effect has been excluded in Ref. 10.14

In addition to the knowledge of the total hole content p
chain unit, a quantitative understanding of the hole distri
tion among the apical and chain oxygen sites of CuO3 chains
might also shed light on the applicability of nonstandard m
croscopic scenarios to describe the chain supercondu
ity,15 as well as the magnetic, electronic, and chain-rela
lattice instabilities16–18 as suggested on the basis of rece
experimental observations.2–5

The physics of the charge transfer between chains
planes depends crucially on the properties of the apical o
gens which themselves form an important part of the cha
In this context we mention quite interesting phenomena
cribed in the literature to the apical oxygen anharmonicity19

as well as the controversial discussion on the topic as to
the apical oxygens affect the superconducting pairing mec
nism within the planes.20 In particular, the site energy of th
550163-1829/97/55~1!/606~15!/$10.00
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apical oxygen 2pz states is of prime interest within the con
text of multi band models for the occupation of the plan
copper 3dz2 orbital in competition with that of the plane
Zhang-Rice singlet states.20–23

A detailed knowledge of the charge distribution on t
chains is also necessary for the assessment of hypoth
involving hole doping of the chains24 or of the Ba-O~4!
planes25 in order to explain the absence of superconductiv
and metallicity in the anomalous PrBa2Cu3O7 compound.

Finally, the interpretation of recent data responding
optics,26 magnetic susceptibility,27–30 and transport31–33 of
the linear chain cuprates~Ca,Sr! 2CuO3 requires theoretica
investigations of CuO3 chains within realistic microscopica
models.34

We regard the standarddpmodel with one orbital per site
as a reasonable starting point to discuss some chain-re
aspects of the above-mentioned problems quantitatively
first step in this direction was taken by Oles´ and Grzelka,35

who studied the hole distribution in CuO3 chains within the
dp four-band approach applying the Hartree-Fock appro
mation ~HFA! and the local ansatz~LA ! technique. Follow-
ing these lines, in the present paper we shall compare
predictions of Ref. 35 and some other often-used approxi
tion in the cuprate literature with the results obtained by
exact diagonalization technique for small clusters. In ad
tion, we shall investigate the consequences of a poss
~large! difference of apical and chain oxygen site energ
Dpp as suggested in Refs. 7, 20, and 36 and the effec
Coulomb interaction between oxygen sitesVpp;0.5Vpd
606 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 607EXACT DIAGONALIZATION STUDY OF THE HOLE . . .
which have not been studied in Ref. 35.
There is a large body of~chainlike! cluster calculations in

the literature. Here, we refer only to the recent works
Aligia et al.7 and to the ab initio study of Mei and
Stollhoff.37 The former map the low-energy peaks of t
optical conductivity,s(v), resulting from the four-band
dp model as considered here~but with different parameters
than ours! onto thet-J model in order to evaluates(v) for
long chains in the ir frequency region.

In the latter work for clusters of the same size as in o
calculations, the effect of an extended basis~including Cu
3dz2 as well 4s and 4p orbitals!, the averaged charge dens
ties, and the spin-correlation function have been stud
within the local ansatz approximation.

In the present paper we shall address mainly three p
lems: ~i! how the hole distribution changes as a function
the total hole content per unit cell,~ii ! how several popular
dp-parameter sets proposed for the layered cuprates38–41

should be modified for the cuprate chains in order to desc
available experimental data, and, finally,~iii ! how important
correlation effects are for the electronic structure of Cu3
chains in various materials.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we disc
the total hole content per CuO3 chain unit for various chain-
bearing materials. Some remarks on the choice of
dp-model parameters and the calculated quantities are m
in Sec. III. The results of our study are presented in Sec.
The accuracy of the Hartree-Fock approximation~HFA! and
the local ansatz~LA ! and the double occupancy exclusio
~DOE! approximations with respect to the hole distributi
are discussed in Sec. IV A. The general trends of the h
distribution among the nonequivalent sitesni , i51–3, as a
function of the total hole contentn per chain unit
and for fixed n51.5 ~corresponding approximately t
YBa2Cu3O7) as a function of the model parameters are c
sidered in Sec. IV B. In Sec. IV C we present our results
the spin-spin correlation function and compare them with
ab initio cluster calculations of Mei and Stollhoff.37 Follow-
ing that, a short discussion of the interpretation of the Os
x-ray absorption spectroscopy~XAS! transition energies and
Madelung energies in terms of oxygen site energies in
dp model is given in Sec. IV D. Possible consequences
chain aspects of various scenarios proposed to explain
absence of superconductivity and metallicity of the Pr
2Cu3O7 compound are briefly discussed in Sec. IV E. P
sible long-range ordered states for half- and quarter-fi
chains are briefly discussed in Sec. IV F. We end with S
V, where conclusions are drawn and prospects for furt
theoretical and experimental studies are discussed.

II. OXIDATION STATE AND HOLE COUNT
OF CuO3 CHAINS

Layered cuprate structures contain three types of anio
cuprate complexes: extended CuO2 planes, extended CuO3
chains, and isolated CuO2 dumbbells~see Fig. 1!. While the
isolated dumbbells appear exclusively in the~CuO2)

23 oxi-
dation state~monovalent Cu!, planes and chains are subje
to mutual doping.

Known structures containing CuO3 chains are
RBa2Cu3O72d (0<d,1) with R being Y, La, or any rare-
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earth element,~Sr, Ca!2CuO3,
28,27 and ~Sr,Ca!22xNaxCuO3

(x<0.5).31,32 The cationic oxidation states are (RBa2)
71z,

~Sr,Ca! 2
14, and ~Ca22xNax)

142x, respectively. Hence the
oxidation state of the chain complex of the latter two ma
rials is well determined to be~CuO3)

24 in ~Sr, Ca! 2CuO3
and ~CuO3)

241x in Ca22xNaxCuO3. Recently,
Sr2CuO31d with excess oxygen was reported33 for which
the oxidation state of the chain complex would also
~CuO3)

241x, x52d provided homogeneous doping ha
been achieved.

The situation withRBa2Cu3O72d is much more in-
volved, because in this structure all three anionic cupr
complexes are present, and, moreover, some cations ma
be fully ionized, causingz,0 ~Ref. 25! or tending to a
higher valency, causingz.0. Obviously, the ‘‘alloy’’ cases
of R12zMzBa2Cu3O72d and RBa22zQzCu3O71d , where
nontrivalent ionsM5Ca, Th, or Ce occupy theR site,42 or
when trivalent ionsQ5La~Nd! occupy the Ba site and som
additional oxygen ions (d;0.07) reside on O~5! sites,43,44

can be included in the consideration of the two former cle
cases. The oxidation state of the planes is~CuO2)

221y,
wherey is the deviation from half-filling of the uppermos
antibondingd-p band. Its value depends on the constituti
of the material. There are always two planar CuO2 com-
plexes per formula unit. In the most ordered case, w
d5 j /( j1k) being a rational number (j ,k small integers!,
there arej perfect chains alternating withk rows of dumb-
bells. Hence, there are (12d) chain complexes per formula
unit andd isolated chain dumbbells~CuO2)

23. The oxida-
tion state~CuO3)

241x of the chain complex is obtained b
summing over all oxidation numbers multiplied by their o
currence number:~241x!~12d!23d12~221y)1(71z!
50. One then finds

x512
2y1z

12d
. ~1!

FIG. 1. Anionic cuprate complexes in typical layer structur
considered in the present paper: CuO2 plane~left!, CuO2 dumbbell
~middle!, and CuO3 chain ~right!.
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608 55S.-L. DRECHSLER, J. MA´ LEK, AND H. ESCHRIG
Notice that insertingd50,1/2 andz50 into Eq. ~1! one
reproduces the results of Zaanenet al. 45 Disorder of the
chain leads to an increasing number of chain ends, inef
tive in the intrinsic doping balance: Chain ends behave m
like isolated CuO2 dumbbells. At a given fixedd, disorder
thus leads to a reduction of the number of chain comple
below (12d). Hence, Eq.~1! gives an upper limit forx
~since 2y1z is always positive for hole doped cuprate!
which is expected to be approached from below by care
heat treatment. To illustrate this point, within the simple p
ture of noninteracting, i.e., randomly distributed vacanc
residing at the O~1! site on the CuO3 chain ~compare, e.g.,
Refs. 46 – 48!, one has

2y1z512x2~22x!dv1~21x!dv
22xdv

3

'12x2~22x!dv , ~2!

wheredv!1 denotes the vacancy concentration.
In most cases,z can be assumed to be zero or negligib

small. For d'0 ~ortho-I structure!, one usually findsy'
0.25 and hencex'0.5.49 The exception might beR5Pr,
where some authors50,7 favor similar valuesx'0.5, while
others51–53find indications for reducedx and/ory values, or
even suggesty,z'0 ~Ref. 24! and hencex'1.

In cases where the hole doping levely of the supercon-
ducting, CuO2 planes of the reduced structures has
been determined experimentally, we estimated it from
empirical relation for the transition temperature
superconductivity54,55

Tc
Tc,max

512AS y

ymax
21D 2, ~3!

with A'2.1,Tc,max'94 K, andymax'0.21.
For the ortho-II structure withd'0.5, which is expected

to be totally ordered in the thermodynamically stable sta
having a transition temperatureTc' 60 K, one would find,
from Eq. ~3!, y'0.13. Similar reduced values 0.1
<y<0.2 have been suggested in the literature.1,56,57 This
leads tox'0.5. Very recently, ford50.23, the observation
of an ortho-III phase has been reported58 with a transition
temperatute ofTc'84 K. It is considered to consist of a
ordered structure with two perfect CuO3 chains alternating
with one row of dumbbells. The analysis using Eq.~3! would
yield y'0.16 and againx'0.5. Finally, we speculate tha
superconductivity observed for YBa2Cu3O6.41 below Tc&
20 K is due to the ortho-III structure36 with chains and rows
of dumbbells of the ortho-III structure interchanged~hence
d52/3 in the pure structure!. Our analysis via Eqs.~1! and
~3! yieldsy'0.08 and once morex'0.5 in this case. Relate
estimates on the basis of the XAS data are discussed in
IV.

Summarizing, we findx50 for ~Sr,Ca! 2CuO3, 0 <x
,0.5 for Sr22zNazCuO3, 0,x,0.2 for Sr2CuO31d , and
quite stablex;0.5 for all superconducting members of th
RBa2Cu3O72d family independent ofd, and not discussed
here in detail in ‘‘alloy’’ cases also independe
of the cationic site where the substitution for ions w
higher or lower valency occurs. Thereby in the case
YBa0.5La0.5CuO3O71d a reasonably small excess oxyg
concentrationd'0.087 has been assumed.
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Only for nonsuperconducting compounds must the po
bility of significantly differentx values again independent o
d also be considered, that is, for PrBa2Cu3O72d , x'1,59

and for YBaLaCuO3O71d ,x'0.
A CuO3 complex with completely filled copper-3d states

~Cu-I ion! and completely filled oxygen-2p states would be
in an oxidation state~CuO3)

25. Hence, the total hole num
ber per chain complex in thed-p-band complexes of the
chain is

n511x, ~4!

with x taken from the above analysis. Unfortunately, it
very difficult to determine within a few percent of error e
perimentally the absolute amount of the hole numbers in
plane and chain subsystems separately.55

In any case, it is a timely problem to study the propert
of cuprate chains in the range of total hole numb
1<n<2, and we are now considering this task.

III. MODEL

We adopt the extended Hubbard model which in the
prate literature is very often denoted as a multibanddp
Hamiltonian. Hence, it is presumed that each site bears
orbital only, namely, the 2pz states of the apical oxygen
O~4!, the 2py states of the chain oxygens O~1!, and finally
the 3dz22y2 states of the chain coppers Cu~1!, wherey(b)
denotes the chain direction. Thedp Hamiltonian reads as

H5(
i

« i n̂i1 (
^ i , j &,s

t i j ~ci ,s
† cj ,s1H.c.!

1(
i
Uii n̂i ,↑n̂i ,↓1(

^ i , j &
Vi j n̂i n̂ j , ~5!

whereci ,s
† creates a hole with spin projection61/2 at site

i , n̂i ,s5cis
† cis denotes the number operator, an

n̂i5(scis
† cis . In the present hole picture the vacuum state

the Hamiltonian, Eq.~5!, is given by the Cu 3d10 O 2p6

configuration. For the transfer integrals we use the same
convention as in Ref. 60. A schematical view of the Mad
lung ~crystal! field effect on the oxygen site energies and t
notation of site energy differences are shown in Fig. 2.

Unfortunately, to our knowledge there is no reliable cha
parametrization like that for the CuO2 planes of La2CuO4
~Refs. 38–41! for any material containing CuO3 chains. In
these circumstances it is reasonable to start from one of
plane sets. In the present paper we shall refer to two m
frequently used plane sets, namely, the set proposed by
bertsenet al.,38

Ud510.5, Up54, Vpd51.2, tpd51.3,

tpp50.65, Dpd53.6, set~I!,

and the empirical one of Eskeset al., 41

Ud58.8, Up56, Vpd51, tpd51.3,

tpp50.65, Dpd53.5, set~II !
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55 609EXACT DIAGONALIZATION STUDY OF THE HOLE . . .
@all energies are given in eV; cf. the text after Eq.~10! below
for the modification of thetpd in the YBa2Cu3O7 case#.

For the CuO3 chains the difference of the apical an
chain oxygen site energies,Dpp5«p,a2«p,ch, will be treated
as a free parameter, whereas for the difference of the C~1!
and chain oxygen O~1! site energies,Dpd5«p,ch2«d , a
plane value in the charge transfer~CT! limit
Ud ,Up@Dpd@tpd is adopted (Dpd'3.5 eV!. The on-site
Coulomb interaction parametersUp at both nonequivalen
oxygen sites are assumed to be equal.

Using the Lanczos-method the Hamiltonian@Eq. ~5# has
been diagonalized exactly for finite clusters with period
boundary conditions in chain directiony and also for clusters
with open chain ends. Our analysis aims at a study of lo
chains in thermodynamic equilibrium structures; finite cha
are considered due to numerical limitations only. Therefo
following Aligia and Garces,36 we adopted for open cluster
the simple picture where the site energies of all equiva
places including the end sites coincide energetically in e
tron representation. The cluster size which can be han
numerically depends crucially on the filling ratio. For on
hole per chain unit, simulating the Sr~Ca! 2CuO3 com-
pounds, clusters composed of up toN56 chain periods have
been investigated. For chains with 1.5 holes per chain
we are restricted to the study of the caseN54. Generally,
periodic chains~CuO3)N of that size differ only slightly

FIG. 2. Upper half: open cluster considered in the present pa
The reference points of the off-diagonal spin-correlation functio
shown in Fig. 6 are denoted by a, b, c, d, and e. In the cas
periodic boundary conditions for~CuO3) N clusters the sites e an
e8 coincide. The numbers 1 – 9 denote the site count used in Fi
Lower half: schematical view of the site energies and the cry
field effect on the nonequivalent oxygen sites@apical oxygen O~4!
and chain oxygen O~1!#.
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from open ~CuO2) NON11 clusters ~with oxygen ions
at the ends! but deviate somewhat from the more realis
~CuO2) NON21 ~copper terminated!. Aiming at the behavior
of open chains of lengthsN;20 as relevant in real materials
we believe that for many physical properties periodic cha
of the upermost cluster sizeN;4 to 6 which can still be
handled by the Lanczos method give a better description t
open chains of that size.

Dealing only with ground state properties of the Ham
tonian @Eq. ~5!#, we report here on results for three quan
ties: ~i! the site expectation value of the hole densityni ,

ni5^Gun̂i uG&, ~6!

~ii ! the bond order

Pi j5
1

2KGU(s ~ci ,s
† cj ,s1H.c.!UGL , ~7!

and ~iii ! the spin-correlation function

f i j5^GuSiWSjW uG&5 3
4 ^Gu~ni ,↑2ni ,↓!~nj ,↑2nj ,↓!uG&, ~8!

where uG& denotes the ground state and the last relat
holds for any singlet state.

As mentioned above, the hole doping of CuO3 chains
within thedpmodel was first studied by Oles´ and Grzelka.35

They adopted a slightly modified version of parameter set~I!
suggested by the structural data of YBa2Cu3O7. Owing to
the shortened O~4!-Cu~1! distance@Rpd

z ' 1.83 – 1.855 Å
~Ref. 61!# and to the enlarged Cu~1!-O~1! distance (Rpd

y '
1.9412 Å! compared with the mean Cu-O bond lengt
@Rpd(I )' 1.89 Å# in the CuO2 planes of La2CuO4, they
adjusted the transfer integralstpd

y and tpd
z according to the

power law parametrization proposed by Harrison,62

tpd
tpd~ I !

5S Rpd

Rpd~ I !
D 23.5

, ~9!

and similarly also the intersite Coulomb interactionsVpd
y and

Vpd
z

Vpd

Vpd~ I !
5S Rpd

Rpd~ I !
D 21.4

. ~10!

In Ref. 35,tpd
y 51.3 eV,tpp50.65 eV, andRpd

z 51.85 Å have
been adopted, yieldingtpd

z 51.535 eV fortpd
y 51.3 eV; i.e.,

the increase of Rpd
y ongoing from La2CuO4 to

YBa2Cu3O7 was ignored. For comparison we note that,
Refs. 7 and 36,tpd

z 51.95 eV,tpd
y 51.5 eV, andtpp50.6eV;

i.e., significantly larger nearest-neighbor~NN! transfer inte-
grals have been adopted. Except the case when we com
our results with those of Ref. 35~Sec. IV A!, we shall ne-
glect the weak changes following from Eq.~10! because
their effect on the calculated quantities is very small. Ho
ever, the modifications of the transfer integrals according
Eq. ~9! will be taken into account. Thus, for calculation
devoted to YBa2Cu3O7 and to Sr2CuO3 we adopt
tpd
y 51.2 eV, tpd

z 51.416 eV,tpp50.6 eV andtpd
y 5tpd

z 51.2
eV, tpp50.6 eV,34 respectively, modifying slightly both pa
rameter sets~I! and ~II !.
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s
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FIG. 3. Hole distribution vs. total hole numbern per chain unit for Cu4O12 clusters with periodic boundary conditions evaluated
various techniques: EDS~exact diagonalization!, LA ~local ansatz, according to Ref. 28!, HFA ~restricted Hartree-Fock approximation
according to Ref. 28!, Ud→` ~exclusion of double occupancy!, and spinless fermions~SLF!. Chain copper Cu~1! ~a!, apical oxygen O~4!
~b!, and chain oxygen O~1! ~c!. The adopted parameter set includes small modifications compared with the plane set I due to
different copper-oxygen distances@see Ref. 28 and Eqs.~9! and ~10!#.
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According to theab initio cluster calculations of Mei and
Stollhoff,37 the present Hamiltonian provides a good start
point for the study of the electronic structure of cuprat
Unfortunately, no explicit mapping of their results on th
extended Hubbard model has been done. Nevertheless,
recommended not to use a set of interaction parameter
which Dpd exceedstpd . In other words, they disregard C
regimes described by parameter sets such as sets~I,II ! and
favor instead a mixed-valence-~MV- ! like interaction regime
in the cuprates. In this context it is interesting to compare
charge densities and the spin correlations in CT and
regimes. With this aim we have performed two calculatio
for a Cu4O13 cluster bearing four holes taking the Coulom
interaction parameters from set~II ! and adoptingDpd5tpd
andDpd53tpd as representive cases for MV and CT inte
action regimes, respectively. Since Mei and Stollhoff37 em-
bedded their cluster into a specific ionic environment to n
tralize the whole system, we have varied alsoDpp to mimic
.

ey
in

e
V
s

-

the effect of different ionic arrangements because the ap
oxygen site energy is sensitive to Madelung field effects.20

IV. RESULTS

A. Comparison of the exact diagonalization
with other approaches

Let us begin with the examination of the doping effe
~Figs. 3 and 4!. In Fig. 3 we compare the hole distributio
obtained within the present exact diagonalizational stu
~EDS! with the results of Oles´ and Grzelka35 obtained by the
restricted Hartree-Fock approximation~HFA! and the local
ansatz~LA ! technique. First of all we notice that the gener
trend of the charge distribution within all three approache
similar. As expected the largest quantitative deviations
tween them occur for the case of one hole per chain unit
this case the LA shifts about 20% of the holes from Cu~1! to
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55 611EXACT DIAGONALIZATION STUDY OF THE HOLE . . .
O~1! sites as compared with our EDS results. The res
obtained by the HFA exhibit about 25% deviation from t
EDS data. We note that the LA predictions are closer to
HFA results rather than to the exact ones. For large h
doping, i.e.,n'2, only minor deviations between the ED
and the LA as well as even the HFA remain. This is n
surprising since atn52 a filled band~closed shell! situation
is reached.

Since the size effects for the hole densitiesni and for the
the total energy per siteEtot /N become small for cluste
sizes greater than four periods~see Fig. 5!, we believe that
our EDS results are representative of more extended ch
too. Therefore we ascribe the main differences between
EDS and the LA results to the approximations involved
the LA ~e.g., to the usual linearization of the exponent
function in the ansatz of the ground state wave function c
taining the variational parameters! and not to the cluster size

Finally, we compare our EDS results with the predictio
of approaches which exclude double occupations~see, e.g.,
Refs. 63 and 64!. We have simulated the double occupati
exclusion ~DOE! using large values of 100,Ud,500 eV
and taking the limitUd→` from our calculations adopting
the 1/Ud dependence of the charge density. If in addition
limit Up →` is taken also, one arrives at the picture
interacting spinless fermions~SLF’s!.

For weak hole dopingx!1, i.e., in the vicinity ofn51,
the DOE approach reveals an almost perfect descript
However, forlarge doping ratiosx>0.15 sizable deviations
of the order of 10–20 % occur in comparison with EDS
sults for realistic finiteUd values;10 eV. Within the SLF
the accuracy is somewhat improved~see Fig. 3!. In contrast
with the LA and HFA for DOE and SLF approaches even
general trend of the hole density at Cu~1! sites becomes
wrong for n>1.25. Ongoing fromn51 to n52 within the
EDS, the HFA, and the LA there is an monotonic increase
nCu(1) wheras EDO and SLF predict a slight monotonic d
crease.

The HFA and LA fail in predicting no ‘‘quasiplateau’
betweenn51.25 andn51.5. In general the largest discre
ancies have been found for the Cu~1! site followed by the
chain oxygen O~1! site.

B. Charge distribution and doping

Let us consider in more detail the doping and the para
eter dependences of the charge distribution. Hole doping
til 0.5 holes/per CuO3 unit, i.e., the approximated value ex
pected for YBa2Cu3O7, leads to a sizable increase ofni at
both oxygen sites O~4! and O~1! compared with
~Sr,Ca! 2CuO3 (n51). However, a further hypothetical in
crease of the total hole density almost leads to a saturatio
the chain oxygen sites O~1! together with a steep increase
apical oxygen sites O~4!. Naturally, this process is affecte
by the actual value ofDpp . For example, atn52 for
Dpp50 the apical oxygen hole densitynO(4) exceeds the
chain oxygen onenO(1) by about 15%@see Figs. 3~b! and
3~c!#, whereas atDpp51.4 eV it achieves only 70% o
nO(1) ~see Fig. 4!. Thus, if the chain is heavily doped wit
holesn→2, the holes should be increasingly located at
apical oxygen sites. The reason for this is the intersite C
lomb repulsionVpd . Indeed, a hole at the O~4! site feels the
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repulsion from a second hole at only one Cu~1! neighbor, in
contrast to a hole at the chain oxygen site O~1! which has
two Cu~1! neighbors.

The general picture of the charge distribution and its e
lution with doping obtained for the parameter sets deriv
from ~I! and ~II ! is very similar. This is not surprising sinc
as mentioned in Sec. III both sets puts the chains int
similar CT-parameter regime. They differ somewhat with
spect to the strength of the electron-electron interactio
Comparing Figs. 3~set I! and 4~set II! one visualizes that the
hole distribution is not very sensitive to the actual streng
of the on-site interactions. In contrast the change of the
tersiteVpd interaction might yield sizable effects~see be-
low!.

Akin to the tendency forn→2 to push holes towards th
apical oxygens as discussed above, the same physical be
ior can be observed already for a lower but fixed ho
content. We shall illustrate this for then51.5 case
~YBa2Cu3O7). If the intersite Coulomb interaction
Vpd
z 5Vpd

y , is uniformly enhanced~see Fig. 6!, the hole den-
sity at the apical oxygens increases. Enhancement ofDpp ,
anisotropic screeningVpd

z i.e., increase of the Cu~1!-O~4!
Coulomb repulsion at constant intersite Coulomb interact
in chain directionVpd

y or a decrease oftpp , cause the oppo-
site behavior~see Figs. 7 and 8!. The dependence of the hol
distribution on the other electron-electron interaction para
etersUd , Up , andVpp , within generally accepted bounds
eV ,Ud, 11 eV, 4 eV,Up, 6 eV, andVpp,1 eV, is
relatively weak~see, e.g., Fig. 9!.

C. Spin-correlation function and comparison of the EDS
with ab initio cluster calculations

For site energy differencesDpd'tpd ~i.e. tending towards
the MV regime! our EDS-cluster calculations for the ave
aged charge densities,

^nCu&5 1
2 ~nCu~b!1nCu~d!!,

^nOint&5 1
3 ~nO~a!12nO~c!!, ~11!

reveal more or less similar results compared with theab
initio LA cluster calculations of Mei and Stollhoff37 ~for site
notation see Fig. 2!. The densitŷ nO(4)1O(1)end

& shown in the
last line of Table I is the average value over the chain ter
nating oxygens (e,e8) and all apical oxygens.

In Fig. 10 we show the behavior of the spin-correlati
function f i j defined in Eq.~8! and that of the specific one
f̃ i j , introduced by Mei and Stollhoff,37 as

f̃ i j5
^GuSiWSjW uG&

ninj
, iÞ j , ~12!

where the indicesi , j count the sites on the chain axis~see
Fig. 2!. The diagonal part exceeds the off-diagonal comp
nents considerably. Since it is inconvenient to show b
parts within one figure, the diagonal part has been omitte
Fig. 10.

For the central oxygen@site ~a! in Fig. 2# the spin corre-
lation function f̃ a j is negative for allj . The nearest-neighbo
~NN! copper-copper spin correlations are negative and u
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612 55S.-L. DRECHSLER, J. MA´ LEK, AND H. ESCHRIG
ally stronger than the NN copper-oxygen ones. There is
exception found in our EDS for the inner copper@site ~b! in
Fig. 1# for f̃ b j . The usual spin correlation functionf i j
@ Eq. ~8)] does not show such behavior.

For the site~b! a sizable left-right asymmetry off̃ b j can
be seen at variance with a weak one, only, in Fig. 3~b! of
Ref. 37. For next-nearest copper neighbors~NNN! they
change to positive signs. Notable differences between
EDS and Ref. 37 occur for the oxygen-oxygen spin corre
tions f̃ i j . For the reference point~c! both of the NN and
NNN oxygen-oxygen spin correlations are weak and ne
tive in contrast to Ref. 37, where the NNN becomes fer
magnetic.

In general, copper-copper spin correlations~defined by
f̃ i j ) evaluated within the LA technique and our EDS sho
minor quantitative differences, whereas the NN oxyge
oxygen and NN copper-oxygen correlations according to

FIG. 4. Hole distribution vs total hole number for 0<n<2. The
adopted parameter set contains a modification of the set~II ! with
respect to different oxygen site energiesDpp5«p„O(4)…
2«p„O(1))51.4 eV andDpd5«p„O(1)…2«d53.6 eV.

FIG. 5. Cluster size effect of the hole distributions for one h
per CuO3 unit. The parameter set is the same as in Fig. 4.
e

ur
-

-
-

-
r

EDS results reveal sizablyweakervalues of about 50% .
However, in our opinion, the stated lack of difference b
tween oxygen and copper correlations37 should be ascribed
to a large extent to the specific form of the spin-correlat
function given by Eq.~12!. In fact, the small oxygen hole
densitiesni ~see Table I! introduced in its denominator com
pared with the spin-correlation function defined by Eq.~8!
cause the stated equivalency. The behavior of the s
correlation functions in the CT regime is similar, apart fro
some quantitative increase~weakening!, for copper- ~oxy-
gen! centered functions~see Fig. 10!.

In any case, the large charge gapEg' 2.1 eV, the appli-
cability of the antiferromagnetic spin-1/2 Heisenberg pictu
for the spin degrees of freedom, and the value of the co
sponding exchange integralJch' 140 – 190 meV,29,30 i.e.,
comparable with that of layered cuprates, exclude at leas
Sr2CuO3 a mixed-valency parameter regime.34

FIG. 6. Hole distribution in CuO3 chains withn51.5 total holes
per chain unit vs oxygen-copper Coulomb interactionVpd . For the
apical-chain oxygen site energy differenceDpp5«p„O(4)…
2«p„O(1)…52 eV has been adopted. The remaining parameters
taken from set~II ! except slight modifications of the transfer inte
grals tpd

z 51.42 eV,tpd
y 51.2 eV andtpp50.6 eV.

FIG. 7. The same as in Fig. 6 vs apical-chain oxygen site ene
differenceDpp5«p„O(4)…2«p„O(1)…. For the remaining param
eters see Fig. 6 and set~II !.
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55 613EXACT DIAGONALIZATION STUDY OF THE HOLE . . .
D. YBa2Cu3O x2d family and comparison
with O 1s XAS data

Interpreting the O 1s x-ray absorption spectroscop
~XAS! data, we consider the so-called prepeak contribut
at energies below the transition into the upper Hubbard b
at<530 eV for the electrical fieldEW directedi to the axesa,
b, c ~see Figs. 6 and 9 of Ref. 1. Two edges for transitio
polarized inaW andcW directions at 528.2 eV and at 527.2 eV
respectively, have been observed. They are ascribed to
sitions into the 2px states of the plane oxygen O~2! and into
the 2pz states of the apical oxygen O~4!, respectively. The
difference spectrum ‘‘(EW ib)2(EW ia)’’ shows an edge at
527.6 eV. Neglecting orthorhombic effects, i.e., the slig
nonequivalence of planar O~2! and O~3! sites, the difference
spectrum is ascribed to O~1! 2py states.

1 Within the same
approximation the integrated cross section of the transi
polarizedEW ia directionja measures the oxygen partial de
sity of holes doped into the planesyO(2,3). Let us start with
the consideration of the orthorhombic-I phase. The to
number of holes per CuO2 unit considered in Sec. II,y, then
reads

FIG. 8. The same as in Fig. 6 vs the apical-chain oxygen tra
fer integraltpp .

FIG. 9. The same as in Fig. 6 vs the copper on-site Coulo
interactionUd .
n
d

s

n-

t

n

l
y5

~12n1!ja
12n212ja~n22n1!

'ja@11~n22n1!~122ja!#,

~13!

where the productn i y,i51,2, reveals the doped hole densi
at thei th Cu site (n2 is typically; 0.15 – 0.2!. The ‘‘chain-
plane site’’ difference is usually rather sma
un22n1u;0.05. Thus, the uncertainty due to slightly diffe

TABLE I. Comparison of the averaged hole densities^ni& ob-
tained within the EDS and within the local ansatz approximation
Mei and Stollhoff~Ref. 37! for open Cu4O13 clusters bearing four
holes. In the EDS calculations different apical oxygen site energ
Dpp ~see text! and fixed chain oxygen copper site energy differen
Dpd
h 5tpd51.2 eV have been adopted. For the remaining parame

see set~II !.

^ni& Local ansatz EDS EDS EDS

Dpp52 eV Dpp51 eV Dpp50
^nCu& 0.43 0.395 0.441 0.499
^nO(1)int& 0.38 0.287 0.276 0.258
^nO(4)1O(1)end

& 0.06 0.072 0.094 0.122

s-

b

FIG. 10. Off-site spin-correlation functions@h, according to
Eq. ~8!; *, Eq. ~12!# for an open Cu4O13 cluster bearing four holes
andDpd5tpd51.2 eV,Dpp52 eV. For the remaining parameter
see text@set ~II !#. The reference points are denoted by arrows:
central chain oxygen site~a!, the inner copper site~b!, the noncen-
tral inner chain oxygen~c!, the outer copper site~d!, and the chain
end oxygen sites~e,e8), ~see Fig. 2!. For comparison we also depic
the ordinary spin-spin correlation function (h and dotted line!. The
same functions forDpd53tpd53.6 eV are denoted by dashed an
dash-dotted lines, respectively.
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614 55S.-L. DRECHSLER, J. MA´ LEK, AND H. ESCHRIG
ent n1 values is much smaller than the experimental er
bars for ja50.260.02. With these numbers one arrives
y50.260.026.

Notice that the weak feature atd50.85 shown in Fig. 10
of Ref. 1 can be understood as the contribution fro
~Cu2O5)

28 clusters. Small charges~holes! reside on the api-
cal oxygens whereas each of the terminating copper
bears large charges of11.99.

The experimental ratio of holes at both apical oxyg
sites relative to the chain oxygen sites amounts to ab
2nO(4)) /nO(1)50.7660.12 @XAS and electron energy los
spectroscopy~EELS!, Ref. 1# and 0.93 derived from NMR
data. For a reasonable intersite Coulomb interaction a siz
enhancement of the apical oxygen site energy by 1.5 to
eV is required to reproduce the experimental data~see Fig.
7!. Due to the enhanced site energies at terminating ap
oxygens@near O~1! vacancies#, the lower half of this interval
should be regarded as more realistic for ideal cha
(d50). Finally, we note that our assumption of largeDpd
values;3 to 4 eV, clearly beyond the mixed-valency regim
Dpd<tpd , found previously valid for Sr2CuO3 ~Ref. 34!
must be fulfilled for CuO3 chains in YBa2Cu3O7, too, in
order to reproduce the XAS-derived hole densities~see
Fig. 11!.

To check the reliability of the extracted oxygen site e
ergy differences, let us consider the experimental O 1s bind-
ing energy differencesDB

el The differences of oxygen sit
energies ~in electron representation! of 2pa states,
a5x,y,z, entering the plane and chaindpmodels are related
to these quantities by

D ia, jb
el 5«2pa

el ~ i !2«2pb

el ~ j !5DB,i j
el 1DWi, j

el

'«1s
el ~ i !2«1s

el ~ j !1
e

2
l 2~Vi

aa2Vj
bb!, ~14!

where the indicesi , j51,2,3,4 have been taken in accordan
with the notation of the oxygen sites. We recall thati52,3
stands for the planar oxygens,i51 for the chain oxygen, and
i54 for the apical oxygens. The first term on the right-ha
side ~RHS! of Eq. ~14! describes approximately the cryst

FIG. 11. The same as in Fig. 6 vs the site energy difference
chain oxygen and copperDpd .
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field potential~difference! acting at the nucleous positionsi
and j . It can be taken directly from the XAS data. The se
ond term accounts for the non-negligible spatial extent of
oxygen 2p Wannier functions. To first~crude! approxima-
tion it can be written as the energy difference of two po
charges 0.5e residing at the centers of gravity of each of th
two 2pa lobes, that is, at positions shifted byl;0.2 Å ~for
the estimate ofl , see, e.g., Ref. 65! in directionsa,b away
from the corresponding nucleous position. The coefficie
of this Taylor expansion are given by the correspond
components of the electrical field gradient tensor~EFG!.

In the hole representation the apical-chain oxygen site
ergy differenceDpp

h [D41 reads

Dpp
h 54Vpd

y 22Vpd
z 14Vpp2Dpp

el , ~15!

and the corresponding differences between the site ene
of the apical oxygen O~4!, the chain oxygen O~1!, and the
in-plane oxygen O~2! read, respectively,

D42
h [Da,pl

h 54Vpd,pl
y 22Vpd,ch

z 14Vpp2D42
el , ~16!

D12
h [Dch,pl

h 54~Vpd,pl
x 2Vpd,ch

y !18~Vpp
pl 2Vpp

ch !2D12
el .

~17!

Adopting Vpp50.5Vpd
y andVpd

z 5Vpd
y 51 to 1.2 eV one

obtains from Eqs.~14! and~15! Dpp
h 53 to 3.6–1.54 eV'2.5

to 3 eV, where the XAS value ofD41
el50.4 eV and the EFG

values of V4
zz51.1631022 V/m2, V1

yy51.7331022

V/m2,66 and l50.2 Å have been used. This estimate
Dpp
h is in reasonable agreement with the value of 1.5 to

eV obtained above. For the differenceD42
h we

estimate, from Eq.~16!, 3 to 3.62110.2252.22 to 2.82 eV,
whereV2

xx51.0531022 V/m2 has been used. Then the e
ergy «apexbecomes

«apex5Dpd,pl
h 1D42

h ;5 to 6 eV, ~18!

which is of fundamental interest for the parameter values
generalizedt-J models or even for the stability problem o
the Zhang-Rice singlet21 of the CuO2 planes. Thus for
YBa2Cu3O7 the value of«apex comes out very large. In
other words, there is practically no destabilization effe
caused by the apical oxygen in accord with the high criti
temperature. In this case the standard three-banddp model
and its reduction to the one-bandt-J model reveal a suffi-
ciently accurate low-energy description of the CuO2 plane.

We note that the value ofDpp derived from the simulation
of the charge transfer and the oxygen ordering by Aligia a
Garcés36 is about 2Vpd with the constraint 0.74tpd
,2Vpd,2.6tpd . In particular, in Ref. 7 a value of
Dpp52.4 eV has been adopted. This is in qualitative agr
ment with our results based on the simulation of the XA
data of Ref. 1. The relative positions of the O~1! 2py states
and the planar 2px,y states which is of interest for the chain
plane charge transfer depends sensitively on the differenc
Vpd,pl2Vpd,ch. A conceivable small difference of 0.1 eV, fo
example, caused by the puckering of the CuO2 planes, re-
vealsD«12

h '0 compared with 0.78 eV obtained for coincid
ing Vpd’s.

f
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E. Some remarks on chain aspects
of the PrBa2Cu3O7 problem

The ionic radius analysis of various bond lengths in
1-2-3 structure by Guillaumeet al.61 suggests in linear ex
trapolation a mixed valency of Pr near13.5, which is ex-
pected to be further reduced due to nonlinearities. The bo
valence analysis by Ramesh and Hegde67 reveals13.39. The
stability of the ortho-II structure forR5Pr compared with its
absence for the neighboring rare earthR5Nd
(rPr(13).rNd(13).rPr(14)) points also to a mixed valenc
state of Pr in between 3 and 4. From the persistence of
antiferromagnetic state of the Cu~2! subsystem and the mag
nitude of the corresponding Ne´el TemperatureTN;300 K in
PrBa2Cu3O6 we estimated above the Pr valency to be le
than 3.18.59 Thus, the problem remains to elucidate whe
the missing holes~at least'0.16 per CuO2 plane! reside
now.

Let us discuss some related aspects for vari
PrBa2Cu3O7 scenarios ‘‘explaining’’ its loss of supercon
ductivity and metallicity by additional charge transfer to t
chains on the basis of our results obtained above.

Within the hole doping chain scenario proposed
Khomskii24 all s-plane holes are pushed to the chain. In t
case most of them should be located at the apical oxy
sites@see Figs. 3~b! and 4#. In principle, this should be de
tected by a sizable increase of the integrated cross sec

jc of the O 1s XAS absorption spectra withEW ic compared
with the ‘‘difference spectrum’’ measured forEW ib and that

for EW ia which is dominated by the transitions into the 2py
states of the chain oxygen O~1!. However, within an ex-
tended model which takes into account further electronic
grees of freedom as the planar Cu~2!3dz2 states having siz-
able overlap with the apical oxygen 2pz statestpd

zz;0.5 eV,21

part of the additionally doped holes might be shifted back
the planes, but now into non-s states. The O~4! 2pz-Cu~2!
3dz2 hybridization is effective only if the apical oxygen si
energy «pz

5«apex is reduced towards the correspondi

Cu~2! site energy«3d
z
2 lying about 1 eV above the site ene

gies of the Cu~2! 3dx22y2 states. The corresponding diffe
ence amounts about 4 to 5 eV according to our analysis
YBa2Cu3O7 presented in the previous section. In this co
text some hole depletion by the nontrivalent Pr and, m
importantly, lowering of«pz

might be helpful or even neces
sary for the supposed additional plane-chain charge tran
itself. According to Fig. 7 a corresponding decrease ofDpp is
accompanied by a reduction of the hole densitynO(1) at the
O~1! 2py states. In other words, then, the characteris
strongyz asymmetry of the hole distribution surrounding t
Cu~1! site of regularR-1-2-3 superconductors is reduce
This might be of interest for the interpretation of rece
nuclear quadrupole resonance~NQR! data of
PrBa2Cu3O7 and GdBa2Cu3O7 by Nehrkeet al. 68 where
some reduction of the Cu~1! EFG anisotropy pa-
rameter h5(uVzz2Vyyu)/uVxxu from 0.860.15 to 1
~GdBa2Cu3O7) and a nearly constant main EFG tens
component for both compounds have been reported.~Here
we have assumed that the latter is given in both cases by
Vxx component as suggested by local symmetry.!
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For completeness, we note that according to Figs. 3~a!
and 4 up to' 0.1 holes can be shifted to the Cu~1! 3
dz22y2 states ongoing fromn51.5 ton52. Thus, within this
scenario, a non-negligible part of holes shifted to Cu~2! and
Cu~1! states could not be detected by the O 1s XAS mea-
surements on principle. However, the latter possibility is u
likely with respect to the mentioned Cu~1! NQR data.68

According to the reflectivity data of Takenakaet al.69 ap-
proximately the same effective charge~about 0.5 electrons!
reside in the CuO3 chains of YBa2Cu3O7 and of
PrBa2Cu3O7 as well. Just this result~together with other ex-
perimental data suggesting a Pr valency close to13! was the
starting point for the construction of the Pr 4f -O2p
p-hybridization model by Fehrenbacher and Rice.50 In sub-
sequent papers by Fehrenbacher6 and Aligia et al.7 the t-J
model has been adopted to describe quantitatively the op
conductivity of CuO3 chains of both compounds in the low
frequency regionv<1 to 1.4 eV. From thef -sum rule of the
t-J model they getneff522n50.43 to 0.45 andteff50.4 eV
for YBa2Cu3O7 ~Ref. 6! compared withneff

Pr50.451, neff
Y

50.5 andteff50.85 eV obtained in Ref. 7 from the mappin
of s(v) of the four-banddp model@open~CuO2) 4O3 clus-
ter# on the conductivity of a chain with four sites and op
boundary conditions bearing noninteracting spinle
fermions.70 However, according to our results presented
Sec. IV A the DOE approximation for the 3d Cu orbital ~or
any other effective orbital in corresponding reduced mode!
works well for light doping only~see Fig. 3!. Since the DOE
approximation is the basis of thet-J models, uncertainties up
to 25% might occur for the casen52.71 In this context we
note that serious difficulties in extracting quantitative info
mation from the application of sum rules of reduced Ham
tonians have been stressed in Ref. 72.

F. Possible long-range-ordered states
of CuO3 chain compounds

The elucidation of the nature of the ground state of
CuO3 chains in differently doped states is a very intriguin
but subtle issue, with respect to the interpretation of rec
experimental data listed in Sec. I and below as well as w
respect to some general problems in cuprate physics as
In this connection we remind the reader that thedp model
has no electron-hole symmetry. This is important for the
planation of the well-known asymmetry of the phase d
gram of layered cuprates with respect to hole and elec
doping. Is there an analogous effect in one dimension~1D!?
What is the nature of the superconducting state observe
CuO3 chains at a doping level exceeding almost twice
upper critical doping ratio in CuO2 planes, etc.?

Strictly speaking, in one dimension there are no orde
states. However, several phases such as charge-density-
~CDW! states have large correlation lengths and for ma
practical purposes they behave as having long-range ord
states on finite systems. In some cases 3D ordering for m
roscopic systems at finite temperature is established du
the weak interchain coupling always present in real solid

The usual way to look, e.g., for superstructures consist
the computation of Fourier tranforms of the correspond
correlation functionsSm(q), wherem specifies the ordered
state~e.g., spin-spin, etc.!. Then, from a clear maximum or
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616 55S.-L. DRECHSLER, J. MA´ LEK, AND H. ESCHRIG
cusp at finite chain lengths, regarded as a precursor
divergency in the infinite~coupled! chain limit, the period
and the nature of the ground state can be deduced~see, e.g.,
Ref. 78!. Another approach is based on the analysis of
slowest decay of various correlations against distance
first glance, it might seem that the 1D character of the mo
under consideration and the relatively large number of s
N;16 to 24 involved in our EDS provide a safe basis
perform corresponding studies. However, the relevant n
ber of chain unitsNc5N/4 is still too small to extract reli-
able information about the long-range-ordered states
pected. At most some hints for possible long-range-orde
phases can be obtained.

As an example we shall consider the magnetic or s
structure factorSs

zz(q), as usual defined by

Ss
zz~q!5

1

Nc
(
i , j

eiq
W ~rW i2rW j !^GuSi

zSj
zuG&, ~19!

for the casesn50.5, n51, andn51.5. The latter two hole
concentrations are of interest for Sr2CuO3 and
YBa2Cu3O7, respectively, as discussed above. In Eq.~19!,
Si
z,Sj

z denote thez components of the total spin of the un
cells i , j , respectively. In small systems as are conside
here, only a limited set of wave vectorsqW has significance.
Using Eq. ~8!, we evaluatedSs

zz(0), Ss
zz(p/2b), and

Ss
zz(p/b) for Nc54 and the parameter set explained in F
4. In the case n51 we obtained a dominan
2kF[p/b-contribution as expected:

Ss
zz~0!50.0!Ss

zz~p/2b!50.1635!Ss
zz~p/b!50.5364,

which is regarded as the precursor of a 2kF spin-density-
wave ~SDW! phase detected in recent neutron scatter
studies of Sr2CuO3 below 5.4 K.79 Naturally, due to the
smaller cluster size, the value ofSs

zz(p/b) is smaller than
SH
zz(p/b)'1.23 found by Ogata and Shiba in the relat
Heisenberg case~26 sites! ~Ref. 80! and the diverging infi-
nite chain approximations

lim
Nc→`

SH
zz~q!→'0.232ln$@11sin~q/2b!#/cos~q/2b!%,

~20!

or similarly @see Ref. 81~28 sites! and references therein#

SH
zz~q!520.25ln~12q/pb!. ~21!

Naturally, our value ofSs
zz(p/b) does not exceed the co

responding Heisenberg model value for four spi
SH
zz(p/b)52/3. Our four-band value ofSs

zz(p/b) nearly co-
incides with the corresponding values' 0.8 quoted by
Meinders for an eight-site periodic ring of the one-band
tended Hubbard model (U/t510, V/t<1) ~Ref. 82! and
with ' 0.72 – 0.74 for a hexagon and an octagon, resp
tively, treated within the simple one-band Hubbard mode
U/t510 ~see Callawayet al.83!. The Ss

zz(p/2b) value is
larger ~smaller! than the corresponding long-chain Heise
berg quantities'0.165, 0.2045, and 0.1733 given in Ref. 8
and following from Eqs.~20! and ~21!, respectively.

For electron dopingn50.5 we obtained, again as ex
pected, a dominant 2kF contributionSzz(q5p/2b)50.1756
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and a smaller 4kF one: 0.1276, which should be compare
with similar numbers 0.2471 and 0.125 obtained in Ref.
for the quarter-filled periodic Hubbard rings with 32 sites
the strongly correlated limitU/t→`. However, in the case
of hole doping, i.e., forn51.5, the 2kF(q5p/2b) contribu-
tion Ss

zz(p/2b)50.2062 remains yet slightly smaller than th
4kF one: 0.2431. The reason for this unexpected behavio
unclear at present. The results forn50.5 andn51 are in
qualitative accord with the results of the 1D-t-J-model in the
limit t/J!2. In fact, the simulation of the exchange integr
J and the charge gap for Sr2CuO3 within the simple one-
band Hubbard model yieldsU/t'9 andt'0.34 eV. Hence,
J/t;0.5 can be estimated. In sharp contrast, forn51.5 an
unexpectedly large ratio 2,J/t& 2.5 should be adopted
comparing our results with the Monte Carlo calculations
the 1D t-J model by Assad and Wu¨rtz84 ~performed for 32
and 24 sites! to get 1.2Ss

zz(p/2b)'Ss
zz(p/b). Possibly, a

generalized asymmetrict2t9-J2V model like in Ref. 85
provides a better description of hole doped CuO3 chains.

Although our result might be strongly affected by the t
small ring size leading to a smearing of the leading ‘‘2kF
singularity,’’ it nevertheless reflects a remarkable magne
e-h asymmetry resembling the well-known asymmet
phase diagram for doped layered cuprates. To summarize
electron-doped quarter-filled 1D cuprates a 2kF SDW can be
expected, whereas the magnetic structure of long qua
filled hole-doped CuO3 chains remains unclear.

Similar problems arise atn51.5 for the charge structure
factor Sr(q) defined analogously to Eq.~19! replacing the
spin operatorsSi

z by the charge density operatorsni . No
definite conclusions with respect to a solely electronica
driven CDW or~superconducting! state can be drawn for a
weak short-ranged intersite Coulomb interactionVpd; 1 eV.
All these problems can be settled in principle, at least p
tially, using other many-body techniques such as quan
Monte Carlo or the density renormalization group meth
~see, e.g., Refs. 86 and 81!.

Another possibility to circumvent these difficulties is
map the present four-band extended Hubbard model on
reduced Hamiltonian for which larger chains can be dia
nalized and/or its long-range behavior is already know
Within such an approach we have shown that the pres
Hamiltonian with nearly standard CuO2-plane-derived pa-
rameters can be mapped approximately onto an antife
magnetic spin-1/2 Heisenberg model34 ~predicting correctly
the value of the exchange integralJch for Sr2CuO3), a one-
and onto a two-band extended Hubbard model forn51 and
analogously also forn51.5. 87

Acting along these lines, we do not try to solve the grou
state problem of CuO3 chains; instead, analyzing availab
experimental data, we want only to restrict the possible
rameter space, leaving its final solution for future work. Co
cerning YBa2Cu3O7, we recall that due to the direct conta
between chains and planes this problem is further com
cated since any phase transition in one subsystem chan
the common chemical potential might cause additio
charge transfer to the other one. Hence, strictly speak
even the band filling of one isolated chain is not well d
fined.
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Returning to the CDW problem, we note that, more i
portantly, the electron-lattice interaction ignored in t
present paper can seriously affect the charge or bond or
ing of the ground state. Adopting the adiabatic approxim
tion, we obtained by self-consistent calculations in so
cases strong amplification of 4kF CDW correlations leading
to ordered states, at least in finite clusters. In other cases
former were suppressed in favor of 2kF-ordered states. In
particular, forn51 we obtained within our single-chain ap
proach some hints for a weak spin-Peierls state with a dim
ization amplitudeu0;1022 – 1023 Å ~see also the discus
sion of experimental data given below!. Within the present
four-banddpmodel, such a state is characterized by a Cu-
bond order wave~BOW! accompanied by a very weak CDW
on the chain oxygen O~1! sites, i.e., a 2kF mixed CDW-
BOW state. Forn51.5 and parameters in the strongly co
related regime as adopted here, we have found a 4kF mixed
CDW-BOW state, quite similar to the 2kF CDW-BOW state
obtained within the one-particle approach at half-filling.17,34

This CDW-BOW state is characterized by the alternation
two shortened and two enlarged Cu-O bonds in the ch
direction. The CDW yields differently charged Cu-O2 radi-
cals @involving the two apical oxygens O~4!# and equally
charged chain oxygens O~1!. Depending on the sign of th
diagonal electron-lattice interaction, the transverse O~4!-
Cu~1!-O~4! bonds are shortened and enlarged~vice versa!,
too. In contrast, a mixed 2kF CDW-BOW state, where al
bonds and local charges are affected by the superstruc
formation, can be obtained for a weakly to medium cor
lated parameter regime and strong electron-lattice inte
tions derived from a linear combination of atomic orbita
~LCAO! deformation study of YBa2Cu3O7

18 In principle,
such a situation cannot be excluded for a highly doped ch
in the vicinity of the metallic planes of YBa2Cu3O7 where
their screening might reduce the strong on-site interacti
generic for undoped Sr2CuO3.

Experimentally, the situation for YBa2Cu3O7 is yet quite
controversial and unclear. While recent surface-sensi
scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! data by Edwards
et al.3 have been interpreted in terms of a CDW or SD
with a period of ~3.360.3)b, no CDW could be detected
within a special x-ray scattering search.88 Evidence for one-
dimensional chain related fluctuations, i.e., to a dynam
CDW or BOW with a period of' 4.28b, i.e., near a 2kF
structure, has been deduced from inelastic neutron scatte
data by Mooket al.5 Similarly, a near 2kF CDW or SDW has
been deduced also from Doppler-broadened positron an
lation radiation~DBAR! spectral data by Huanget al.. 4 The
possible absence of a spin-Peierls phase for undo
Sr2CuO3 Ref. 27 might be related to significant intercha
exchange~in a direction stabilizing the Ne´el state below
TN' 4 – 6 K ~compare Refs. 89 and 90 for general theore
cal aspects!.

At this stage we shall stop the discussion of possible lo
range-ordered states of CuO3 chains since it is not the cen
tral scope of the present paper. For more detailed infor
tion, the interested reader is referred to our published pa
mentioned above and to forthcoming work in preparation87

We stress that the main conclusions based on the O 1s XAS-
derived oxygen hole distribution and the related param
set are only slightly affected by the presence or absenc
-
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any CDW-BOW state since~i! these measurements yield
site specific hole content averaged over the whole crys
i.e., averaged also over the superstructure period, and~ii ! the
redistribution of charge between copper and oxygen sites
ter the onset of the CDW-BOW state has been found to
small for all considered self-consistent solutions. Roughly
is one order of magnitude smaller than the CDW amplitu
itself, i.e., yet within the experimental error bars.

Finally, we believe that the error induced by the assum
tion that the calculated oxygen hole densities are essent
related to mobile holes only is of the same order of mag
tude. This is based on the experimental observation tha
upper Hubbard band contribution has been observed
strongly doped chains. In addition recent calculation of E
kes and Oles91 and Ref. 72 give further support for such
point of view. For example, in Ref. 91 it was shown for th
case of the one-dimensional simple Hubbard model that
upper Hubbard band loses its weight rapidly with increas
doping content. Thus, for a doping ratio of;0.5 its contri-
bution to the integrated conductivity and some one-part
spectra is smaller than 5% of the total weight.

V. SUMMARY

The four-band dp model with minor changes in
CuO2-plane-derived parameter sets yields a reasonable
scription of available experimental data for a variety of co
pounds containing CuO3 chains with different filling ratios.
This enabled us to analyze critically various approac
to materials of current interest such as~Sr,Ca! 2CuO3,
YBa2CuO3O72d , d'0,0.5, and PrBa2Cu3O7. In addition,
at least for the YBCO systems within intact chains, siza
enhanced apical oxygen site energies compared with
chain oxygen ones are nessecary to describe details o
hole distributions between them. Detailed predictions of
hole distributions among copper and oxygen sites wit
these chains are made provided a substantial hole-
electron-doped chain mechanism is involved in the destr
tion of superconductivity and metallicity in PrBa2Cu3O7.

The large concentration of doped mobile holes realized
typical CuO3-chains of theRBa2Cu3O72d family compared
with layered cuprates causes a unique situation where w
known theoretical approaches starting either from the qu
particle picture within a self-consistent field description
from highly correlated states excluding double occupan
lead to sizable and comparable deviations of the order 1
20 % compared with our EDS local charge densities: ne
tive for the Cu~1! site and positive for both oxygens O~1! and
O~4!. Within the charge transfer limitUd@Dpd@tpd for 1
<n<1.5 holes per chain period, relevant for~Ca,Sr!2CuO3
and its doped derivatives, a sizable difference of our ex
diagonalization results compared with the predictions of
local ansatz and the Hartree-Fock approximation has b
found. For sizable hole doping or a mixed valency parame
regime and even for half-fillingn51 only minor deviations
occur. For realistic, slightly modified CuO2-plane-derived
parameter sets, approaches which make use of the exclu
of double occupancy becomes less accurate with increa
doping content.

The magnetic structure factorSs
zz(q) exhibits for one-

quarter-filled~mobile! electron- and hole-doped chains a r
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markable asymmetry with respect to the weights at 2kF and
4kF . The experimental investigation of electron-dope
CuO3 chains, not reported so far to our knowledge, would b
of considerable interest.

Note added in proof.In a recent paper by H. Suzuura
et al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.76, 2579~1996!# on the mid-infrared
optical absorption of Sr2CuO3 ~Ca2CuO3!, an asymmetric
cusp-like structure near 0.48~0.47! eV has been reported.
Analyzing these data in terms of the phonon-assisted m
netic absorption model, they estimated an unexpectedly la
exchange integralJch.0.26 eV, at variance with the analysis
of the magnetic susceptibility data given in Refs. 29, 30, a
34 pointing toJch &0.2 eV. Our calculations in Ref. 34 have
been performed adoptingDepd53.5 to 3.6 eV and the con-
straint of a large charge transfer gap ofEg52.1 eV reported
for Ca2CuO3 in Ref. 26. However, some recent theoretica
and experimental hints@Okadaet al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn.65,
1844~1996!# indicate that at least for Sr2CuO3 the values of
Depd andEg might be significantly smaller. The search fo
an improveddp-parameter set and for a suitable reduce
e
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model Hamiltonian to describe the above mentioned expe
mental data will be addressed in a forthcoming paper.
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